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From: Barbara Byrne - NOAA Federal <barbara.byrne@noaa.gov>


Sent: Thursday, February 21, 2019 2:15 PM


To: Cathy Marcinkevage; J. Stuart; Sarah Gallagher - NOAA Federal; Naman, Seth; Justin Ly -

NOAA Federal; Dan Lawson - NOAA Federal; Garwin Yip - NOAA Federal; Joe Heublein -

NOAA Federal; Ellrott, Brian; Howard.Brown; Kristin Begun - NOAA Affiliate; Evan Sawyer


- NOAA Affiliate


Subject: Sufficiency Review Update and plan for Friday's meeting


Hi all --

Sufficiency Review Update:

Have updated the ROC daily update with links to our revised sufficiency review docs (one for PA issues, a


separate doc for Effects Analysis issues). Howard, Garwin, and I have focused on Shasta and Delta sections but


plan to, if time allows, transfer over the highest-level comments from the other divisions as well. Still doing


some wordsmithing on these docs -- please don't edit but contact us if you see something awry...


Friday's meeting (2/22/19, 9-4:30):

Materials: We plan to e-mail (and bring hard copies) of the revised sufficiency review docs (see links in ROC


daily update).


Schedule: We don't have a specific agenda but are going to suggest that we cover Shasta/Sacramento issues in


the morning, Trinity (at least the NCO issue) at 1pm, and Delta in the afternoon. Will also touch on need for


Chinook production for SRKW analysis. We will cover issues from other Divisions as time allows. FWS and


CDFW are meeting with Reclamation today and we've heard that they are kicking some issues to tomorrow's


meeting, which they plan to sit in on. So, at some point there may be some discussion of "common-interest"


items with FWS and CDFW.


Who does what: Howard will kick off with some general remarks. Might be some opening remarks from


Reclamation. We'll then walk through our revised sufficiency review docs row by row; capturing


answers/resolutions as we go. I'll facilitate the walk-through, but encourage Division leads (or anyone!) to


weigh in with comments or clarifying questions.


Outcomes: Quick things can be resolved during the meeting. However, because of time limitations, we won't


have time to get full answers for many of our issues during the meeting; we just want to make sure that


Reclamation understands what info we want, and will note whether or not Reclamation will be able to get the


info to us in a timely way.


Barb


--

Barb Byrne


Fish Biologist

NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region

U.S. Department of Commerce


Office: 916-930-5612

barbara.byrne@noaa.gov


California Central Valley Office


650 Capitol Mall, Suite 5-100


Sacramento, CA 95814
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Find us online


www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov
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http://www.westcoast.fisheries.noaa.gov

